Amendment #2

Request for Proposal

Somerset County Circuit Court - Upgrade Wireless Bridge Network

RFP 9238

This Addendum is being issued to amend and clarify certain information contained in the above named RFP. All information contained herein is binding on all Offerors who respond to this RFP. Specific parts of the RFP have been amended. The following changes/ additions are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFP Number:</th>
<th>RFP-9238</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Solicitation: | Can a bidder propose a non-Cisco, technically acceptable solution or does it have to be the Cisco Aironet products discussed in the document?  
Yes, a vendor may propose an alternative solution. The solution must meet requirements and allow the network monitoring tool to logically see and monitor equipment on both sides of the bridge. |
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